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Response by Heckler & Koch to the press statement of the German Minister of
Defence regarding the assault rifle G 36 dated March 30, 2015
Given the current situation of numerous undifferentiated negative reports regarding the G 36
assault rifle manufactured by Heckler & Koch, as the result of press statements by the Ministry
of Defence and Defence Minister Ursula von der Leyen, we feel obliged to issue the following
statement:

Unfortunately, the current statements by the German Armed Forces about the G 36 rifle were first
brought to the attention of Heckler & Koch through enquiries from the press. Despite several offers by
Heckler & Koch to involve the extensive know-how of the company accumulated over many years, the
German Armed Forces have not involved Heckler & Koch in the investigation.

Quite to the contrary, the German Armed Forces have not communicated with Heckler & Koch for nearly six months regarding unsupported allegations regarding accuracy issues with the G 36 at high temperatures. The G 36, is acknowledged worldwide as a, technologically superior assault rifle. Unfortunately the German government did not afford an opportunity for Heckler & Koch to contribute correct
information and facts that would have clarified and addressed any issues.

The results being currently disseminated, diametrically contradict the extensive and elaborate testing
conducted by Heckler & Koch, in view of emerging rumors regarding the accuracy of the weapon following prolonged firing or due to hot weather conditions, as well as those conducted by the Federal Office
for Defence Technology and Procurement (BWB). These investigations have shown no relevant limitations in operational suitability if used correctly, nor are there any significant differences in these conditions in comparison with other assault rifles.

No documents are available to Heckler & Koch regarding the current allegations, so it is not currently
possible to provide an urgently required factual investigation into these reported results. Therefore,
Heckler & Koch can only state that the G 36 has consistently met, or exceeded any and all testing requirements specified by the German government, which includes an accuracy test, for all G 36’s delivered over the last 15 years and we have no reason to believe that the G 36 rifle is in any way an unsuitable assault rifle.
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